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A new Ve tactic thc1.t was explain'ed·\:'o;r.VP/,~A~~8p~-i~-KHANH HOA Province as being 
pa.rt :of Resolution 13, involved the ' employment of platoon size units (sometimE:ls 
larger) to attack secure GVN villages in the lowlands in order to influence the 
local people and inspire confidence in the VC. At the same time, the VC would 
establish th~ infrastructure in these villages which would later support the VC 
in the "general uprising". The tactic .was used in areas of DI~N KHA.NH District, 
KHANH HOA Province, in October and November 1967, and was lauded by VC cadres as 
an effective means of comoatting GVN troops, but not so effective against Allied 
forces. 
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~···• ~ \l~ :· · · In ·apt,ro:id.mately late AuguEJt 1967, Company 2, Battalion 7, Regiment l8B, 

•. 4.~. 

Division 5, was indoctrinated on Resolution 13. The company was then located 
in the SONG GAU area, DIEN KHANH District, KHANH HOA Province. The part of 
the resolution on military operations indicated that the VC/?WA regular and 
Diain force units would be employed to attack important GVN bases and to make 
deep thrusts into populated delta areas which were considered secure by the 
·avN. The purpose of these operations was to influence the people and inspire 
confidence in the VC, and to take advantage of the resultiLJ confusion to 
establish infrastructures in the villages. These infrastructures would support 
the VC strongly in the forthcoming "general uprising". To implement this 
goal., the VC orgarp.zed appropriate military training for various units so they 
would be able to fight in the lowland areas. 

The~* tactic was called "sticking to the target tactic" {QUAN BAM TRU) and 
was almost like the tactic of close quarters combat, except that people's 
houses and the people in them were to be used as shields when the VC fought; 
this would place the GVN and Allied forces in a very difficult position. In 
using this tactic, the VC would normally use a platoon size unit because a 
platoon could fight independently and have mobility. In addition, a platoon 
was usually sufficient to attack a village where there were only a few ;;-. ·· .... 
eelt-def'ense or militia troops. After occupying a village, the VC would stay 
close in, and dig trenches at important approaches to resist GVN or Allied 
forces if they attacked. At each such emplacement would be one to three VC 
soldiers armed with one AK47 and two CKC rifles. The platoon would be armed 
with a B40 antitank rocket. During the action, all cells had to move .... ;; 
treq.uently so the enemy would not know their real strength. The VC would use 
the center of the villa.ge as an axis from which to run between houses. The .... , 
idea was to scatter and assemble quickly, to fight and retreat from house to 
house in order to hold the enemy•attack. By applying this tactic, the enemy 
would have a difficult time to determ.ine where the front line or main front 
was so they could concentrate their power, If the tactic was properly applied, 
one P,latoon could rertiain in a village from one to three days in the face of 
a company-strength attack. The same tactic .could, be applied by a battalion to 
hold. ·o.tf a regimental-size att8Jlk. 

Beginning in Octob.er 196?, Battalion 7 of Regiment 18B employed this tactic 
in ah operation in the southern part of DIEN KHANH District, KHANH HOA ... T:;. 

f,To~ce. The attack on NGHIEP THANH Hamlet, DIEN BINH Village, was an 
expe~:iment which they would use in the future. According to the unit cadres' 
obse.nations., the tactic was very effective. Battalion 7 stayed a.t IDHIC:P 
THANH: Hamlet for one day and two nights • 

. :J 

In N~vember 1967, after a period of continuous operation in the southern pa.rt 
of nm.N KHANH District, Battalion 7 organized a meeting to discuss the effect 
ot t~~ tactic. The VC cadres ma.de the following observations: 

... ~ 

a.. ,,'It was a perfect tactic to fight against GVN troops because the GVN 
:'. troops that 'came to drive the VC from the village did not lmow the VC 
· ·strength and therefore did not dare to attack.. Whenever a GVN unit 
'~ ·came close to the village, the VC would simply need to open fire to 
. stop them, then quickly move to another place. The GVN troops -would 
,. f'ace a very difficult situation and dared not call in aircraft or 
1
," artillery to support them for fear that the local population would be 
,, killed. Consequently, after a period of freedom of action in a village. 
·the VC would withdraw with only slight casualties. 
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:r,f''T~f\i::f!~~~;ta~~~c could not be employed properly to fight against Allied ' 
forces, because the Allied forces would ca.ll in artillery and aircraft 
support to attack a village; in that case, the VC unit had to leave. 
Vil;lager~ had al,ready complained of the VC remaining in their villages 
because tpey were affected • 

. : ;a~t1iali()Jl .. 18B. cadres observeq that the tactic would be employed although 
., they lmew tha.t two-thirds of :their strength and one-third of the village 
. population would be sacrificed. They said that only by doing so could they 
occupy villages and create influence and prestige; in the future they 110uld 
aim at the villages a.long the coastal area. of KHANH HOA Province. 
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